
Chapter 6

Trigonometric Functions



Section 1
Angles and Their Measure



Using the xy-plane to help draw angles:

The origin will be the vertex of the angle being drawn

Initial side of angle will always be the positive x-axis

Draw the angle that you are given (go counter clockwise) and the other 
side will be known as the terminal side



The reason that we use the xy-plane is that the axis lines serve as reference 
points. 

Knowing that perpendicular lines create 90* angles, each axis represents another 
90*

(also to make sure the angle you draw is actually representative of the angle 
given)



Example:

Draw each angle given.

45* -90* 225* 405*



Converting from degrees to radians and radians to degrees:

Circumference of a circle is 2𝜋r, we will reference everything with a unit circle 
which has a radius = 1, so circumference of a unit circle is 2𝜋.

Therefore  2𝜋rad = 360* and 𝜋rad = 180*

Conversions will be made either multiplying by 
𝜋

180
or

180

𝜋
given that 𝜋 = 180*, 

then 
𝜋

180
= 1 and multiplying by doesn’t change the value.



Convert each degree to radians:
*given degrees, you need to have something left with rad or 𝜋*

60* 150* -45* 90*



Convert each radian to degrees:
*this time you need 𝜋 to cancel and have something left with degrees*

𝜋

6

3𝜋

2

−3𝜋

4

7𝜋

3



Common Degree  Radian Conversions

Degree 0 30 45 60 90 120 135 150 180

Radian 0 𝜋/6 𝜋/4 𝜋/3 𝜋/2 2𝜋/3 3𝜋/4 5𝜋/6 𝜋

Degree 210 225 240 270 300 315 330 360

Radian 7𝜋/6 5𝜋/4 4𝜋/3 3𝜋/2 5𝜋/3 7𝜋/4 11𝜋/6 2𝜋



Finding arc length and area of a sector:

Arc length is the section of the circumference of a circle described by the radius 
and angle measure.

S = r x 𝜃, 𝜃 = angle measure (has to be in radians)

Area of a sector is the area of the circle described by the angle and radius.
A = (1/2)r2 𝜃, 𝜃 has to be in radians



Find the arc length for the following:
r = 2 meters, 𝜃 = 0.25

Find the area of the sector for the following:
r = 2 feet, 𝜃 = 30* 



Drawing angle measures in radians:

Either use fractions knowing:
quadrant I = 0 – ½
quadrant II = ½ - 1 
quadrant III = 1 – 1 ½ 
quadrant IV = 1 ½ - 2

OR

convert to degrees then draw

0, 2𝜋

𝜋/2

𝜋

3𝜋/2



EXIT SLIP

Pg. 361 #s 12-22, 36-58, 72-90 

all evens


